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Abstract—Disasters cause wide-spread damages of lives and
properties as well as affect economic stability, raising the impor-
tance of efficient disaster management. Among the multiple re-
search directions in disaster management system, significance of
communication technologies has recently gained much attention
in post-disaster recovery phase. Different solutions for disaster
management have been proposed using available technologies
in absence of communication infrastructures. However, lack
of proper research direction in inexpensive, fast and easily
deployable communication infrastructure for efficient disaster
management system has motivated this paper. The contributions
in this paper is three-fold — (1) a new taxonomy about dynamics
in deployed communication network infrastructures for disaster
management system in post-disaster scenarios is proposed, which
paves the road for future research in this direction; (2) a
comprehensive review of the recent proposals on such dynamic
infrastructure for disaster management system is reported, which
provides state-of-the-art in this direction; and (3) a set of open
challenges for future research in dynamic infrastructures for
disaster management system is also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Disaster is a natural or man-made catastrophic phe-
nomenon, which results in innumerable loss of lives

and/or other severe disruptions [1]. In recent times, the fre-
quencies of disasters have increased manifold, causing wide-
spread devastations, including loss of lives, destruction of
properties and infrastructures, as well as market disruption,
affecting economic stability [2]–[4]. As per a recent report [3],
more than one hundred million people have been affected
globally by different disasters in the year 2015 alone. Rising
occurrences of such disasters raise the importance of disaster
management, particularly in post-disaster phase, and have
attracted researchers’ attention to use available technologies
in best possible ways for carrying out mitigation, rescue
and rehabilitation activities. In India, Chennai urban flood in
2015 [5], where losses of lives and property was quite high,
has revealed the challenges that disaster response team faced
in absence of proper communication and coordination system.

Disaster management system (DMS) is the first line of
relief-response system in any disaster situation, involving
careful plan and actions to reduce devastation impacts and

mitigate vulnerabilities as a result of disaster [6]. DMS is
the multi-dimensional managing process, involving multi-party
collaboration among geographically-distributed entities, which
installs relief centers, declares emergency contact numbers, de-
ploys relief parties etc. to name a few. Several aspects of DMS
have been explored in recent past. In [7], collaborative goals
and activities during pre-incident, incident and post-incident
phases of DMS has been elaborated. In [6], [8], management
and analysis of data generated in DMS for decision support
has been studied. In [9], [10], service perspective of DMS is
investigated by studying the use of mobile- and web-based
software applications in disaster scenarios. Effects of crowd-
sourcing methods in DMS are explored in [11].

However, research on use of communication technologies,
protocols and standards for improving effectiveness of DMS
has gained much attention due to its primal importance. Before
disaster has struck, existing and deployed communication
network infrastructures, like cellular networks, wireless lo-
cal area networks, wireless mesh networks, wireless sensor
networks etc., can be used to detect disasters, and mitigate
impact of devastations. In post-disaster scenarios, with the
realistic assumption about absence of such infrastructures,
temporary network infrastructures, like ad hoc networks, air-
borne networks, satellite communication etc. can play vital
role for DMS to facilitate disaster recovery. This paper focuses
on the research direction in post-disaster environments. In [12],
experimentation on mobile ad hoc network mobility models,
architectures and protocols with simulated disaster setups have
been explored. In [13], [14], sensor networks have been ex-
amined for situational awareness in the aftermath of disasters.
In [15], [16], wireless mesh networks have been looked into
for use in post-disaster scenarios. In [17], [18], probability
of establishing communication networks by utilizing survived
network infrastructures and extending them with additional
network components, like cognitive radio technologies, have
been reviewed. In [19]–[30], network structures based on
different forms of ground and aerial vehicles have been
researched for disaster recovery. Non-traditional approaches,
like balloon/blimp-based networks, for post-disaster phases are
suggested too [31]. Research has also been initiated on the use
of recent computing paradigms and technologies, like cloud
computing paradigm [27], [32], long-term evolution (LTE)



technology [33] etc., for post-disaster management.
But, a proper direction of research from the perspective

of communication network infrastructures for disaster man-
agement has not been provided in literature. Some existing
reviews about past proposals for DMS in this regard have
been presented in literature [12], [34]–[40]. But none of
these reviews provide a clear view about the possibility of
low-cost communication network for efficient coordination in
DMS. In particular, it has been observed in these works that
the inter-party communications between responders and relief
parties, as well as between rescuers and distressed ones are not
very effective, which have slowed down rescue operations in
disaster-struck regions in the past. This paper fills the gap by
providing concrete guidelines and directions in research, which
are oriented towards the potency of efficient and inexpensive
as well as fast and easily deployable vehicular networks for
post-disaster rescue and recovery.

The contributions of this paper are three-fold. Firstly,
based on an extensive study of the existing works in DMS,
this paper proposes a new taxonomy about the dynamics
in communication network infrastructures for DMS in post-
disaster scenarios. The proposed taxonomy, while promoting
an efficient yet inexpensive solution for coordination, plays
a pivotal role in providing a road-map for future research
on network infrastructures for DMS. Secondly, this paper
reports a comprehensive review of the recent works in disaster
management, aligning with the proposed taxonomy, to indi-
cate research progress in communication networks for DMS.
Lastly, this paper provides a set of open challenges for research
in dynamic communication network infrastructures for DMS.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
discusses about the background required to understand the
contributions of this paper. Section III presents the proposed
taxonomy about communication network infrastructures for
DMS, and reports about dynamics in existing DMS. Section IV
elaborates the future avenues of research with illustrations,
and Section V compares existing works related to this paper.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

The communication technologies have evolved from ar-
chaic approaches (like telegraphic communication, telephonic
communication, radio communication etc.) to wired commu-
nication. After the rapid advent of wireless communication
technologies, wireless networks have improved manifold in
terms of connection, setup cost, coverage and reliability.
One kind of wireless networks rely on the use of existing
infrastructures (like routers, access points etc.) for forwarding
their traffic, whereas the wireless ad hoc networks work by
involving network components in data routing without using
any kind of infrastructures. A list of different forms of wireless
ad hoc networks are briefly presented.

A. Wireless Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET)

MANET [41] is the infrastructure-less network created
using mobile devices (like smartphones, laptops etc.) support-

ing various wireless protocols, such as IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n,
802.16 etc. MANET has provided the much needed flexibility
in terms of setting-up of communication networks in nominal
time with minimal resources at bay. Mobility in MANET is
human-dependent, and accordingly the network topology is
changed suggesting the need for dynamic routing for message
exchange [42]. MANET is constrained with bottlenecks of
short-lived network and infeasible for difficult terrain.

B. MANET coupled with Vehicles
On advancement of technologies, wireless devices have

been equipped with more functionalities in reduced dimen-
sions, thereby becoming conducive to be deployed on moving
platforms, like vehicles. Consequently, different forms of
vehicular networks have emerged.

1) Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET): The idea of de-
ploying wireless devices in moving vehicles like ambulance,
relief van, response fleet etc. has improved coverage and
availability of VANET in any area [43]. Vehicular mobility
in VANET has made it possible to reach to farthest point,
where network is needed as well as feasible to be deployed
using ground movement.

2) Aerial Ad hoc Network (AANET): AANET is established
at the uppermost aerial layer, and is comprised of satellite
networks and aviation networks. Aviation networks can be
comprised of fast-moving civilian and fighter planes, which
have been used for surveillance, whereas satellite networks
are deployed at the outer earth orbit to support coverage of
the entire globe for live TV broadcast and communication
coverage in remote locations on earth.

3) Flying Ad hoc Network (FANET): FANET [42] is in-
volved with air-based vehicular mobility equipped with net-
working capabilities. It comprises mainly of unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) with single payload having communication
capabilities. These UAVs flying altitude ranges differs from
aviation. FANET can provide network coverage in any topog-
raphy with easier deployability; however higher cost, lower
up-time and rapid dynamics in mobility of aerial vehicles pose
many serious challenges for FANET.

4) Hybrid Vehicular Network: Mobile ad hoc network
consolidating different forms of vehicles suitable for ground
and aerial mobility has recently emerged. One such example
is Ground-Flying Ad hoc Network (GFANET) [44]. Such
hybrid networks have the capabilities of providing end-to-end
connectivity in any topography with low setup cost.

III. DISASTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

In the background work, we have discussed about the
availability of the various platform which exists as a dynamic
ad hoc network for different communication scenario. In this
section a Taxonomy is presented based on platforms suit-
able for communication deployability in Disaster Management
Environment based on factors like cost, Network up-time,
maneuverability and adaptiveness. The reason for proposing
taxonomy is to segregate the on-going research in the dynamic
ad hoc network with reference to disaster management so that
the best practices can be adopted for future research.
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A. Proposed Taxonomy

The proposed taxonomy is presented in Figure 1, which is
vertically arranged on the dynamics of deployability compo-
nent in any ad hoc network. The arrangement order followed in
the taxonomy i.e. Trivial Ad hoc Network, VANET, AANET,
FANET and Hybrid (e.g. GFANET), is according to their order
of evolvement.

Comparison among the different categories and sub-
categories of the taxonomy is presented in Table I, which
is based on ad hoc paradigm, dynamics, cost, up-time and
maneuverability aspects. Usage column corresponds to the
references of this paper that have used different deployment
strategies. The last three deployment categories shown in the
table are of hybrid type, which can perform better with respect
to the attributes taken for comparison in the table; however,
shortcoming in efficiency in dynamic routing among such
categories is still prevalent, which needs to be improved before
using them in realistic scenarios.

Hybrid category consideration is done irrespective of non-
trial in realistic scenarios for the completion of Taxonomy, so
that much needed focus towards Hybrid category is ensured
in disaster scenarios. For e.g., if the affected area become
flooded or rescue operation is to be carried out in some island,
a floating bed for placing base of Transiever system integrated
with ground and aerial vehicles can be an alternative hybrid
category in the taxonomy.

B. Dynamics in Existing Disaster Management

Some significant research on the section/subsection of pro-
posed taxonomy has been carried out in the recent past which
helps us in better understanding of the work in real time
environment. In [7], [12], Collaborative approach to use
mobile phones by disaster stranded people to create an ad hoc
network for faster transfer of critical information is proposed.

Simulation and testing is carried out to see the effectiveness
of the overall approach. In [20], [27], [29], Vehicular mobile
ad hoc network is tested in disaster affected area. Ground
vehicles are used as an intermediate mobile stations that
provide data exchange services between smart phone users
and central server, carrying out distributed data analysis at
the location using vehicular setup and storing information at
cloud. In [19], small-scaled battery powered UAV system
equipped with high quality cameras is tested for collecting
field information of disaster affected area and transferring
the information to ground stations for analyzing the situation.
Their research has shown strong potential to use the system
in forest fire, landslide and flooded area; however the up-
time of the system is quiet low. In [24], [26] UAVs are
tested in tactical environment to achieve best result in terms of
coverage, up-time and data exchange. In [19], [31], Multi GV-
UAV 2-tier Vehicular Network is proposed, which is a hybrid
network. In recent times the research has shifted towards
hybrid combination network to deploy in the affected area.
The best added advantage is that the local vehicles available
at the site can also be used for erecting an efficient dynamic
ad hoc network which is boon for resource scarce country.

On analyzing the recent works, It appears that the coming
future in the disaster management will be of Hybrid setup.
Technological advancement in terms of better drones/UAV,
Solar-powered UAVs can make it possible at the low cost.
There are other sub-classifications of taxonomy such as Satel-
lite Network, Aviation Networks, WSN and others, which are
not used and applied much in disaster scenario because of their
expensiveness and dynamic routing needs but in future there
is possibility that they will be used in disaster management as
research advancement is going to happen in those areas.

IV. FUTURE CHALLENGES

Even though research is going on in disaster management
for quite some time, still providing the best available services
for faster relief and rehabilitation of normal life in post-disaster
scenarios has remained challenging. These challenges have
opened scope for further research in this direction.

(1) Geo-tagging of the critical service centers which are
functional after disaster in affected areas: It can be done
manually or by using pre-recorded information available of
the affected geographical areas. The technological approach
improves the trustworthiness of the process and at the same
time lessen the bandwidth consumption. Figure 2 depicts a
process to achieve geo-tagging in sync with any communica-
tion setup deployed in the affected area. The stranded survivors
using the network can geo-tag the functional critical service
centers in the locality (like, point A, which is a hospital in the
figure) on receiving such requests. The geo-tagged information
will be delivered to central server for preservation in hosted
databases to provide the important inputs regarding affected
regions to rescue teams. The requesting message method in
the manual approach will be flooding in nature while the same
can be selective-flood in the technological approach based on
available information of the location.



TABLE I
COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT DEPLOYABLE COMPONENT IN DYNAMIC AD HOC NETWORK

Deployable Ad hoc Dynamics Cost Up-time Maneuverability Status Properties Usage
Category paradigm

Ground Vehicular VANET High Low High Confined Simulated, tested; Not for difficult terrain; [20], [27], [29]
Network deployed in disaster- less network coverage

struck areas

Balloon/Blimp AANET Low Low High Restrictive Research proposal; Adaptive to topography; [31]
Aerial Network not deployed yet difficulty in windy

climate, ground support,
reusability etc.

Battery-powered FANET High High Low Improved Simulated, tested; Adaptive to topography [19], [24], [26]
mini-UAV deployed in disaster-
Network struck areas

Solar-powered FANET High Low High Improved No research to Adaptive to topography; No existing
UAV Network deploy in disaster- high initial cost; proposals

struck areas difficult in scarce or
inconsistent sunshine

Multi GV-UAV GFANET High Moderate High Adequate Research proposal; Adaptive to topography [44]
2-tier Vehicular not deployed yet
Network

Ground-Aerial- Next-Gen High High High Adequate No research to Adaptive to topography No existing
Satellite 3-tier Ad hoc deploy in disaster- proposals
Network Network struck areas

Hybrid Next-Gen High Varying High Adequate No research to Adaptive to topography No existing
Multi-tier Ad hoc deploy in disaster- proposals
Network Network struck areas

A
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(Geo-tag)

Response
(Geo-tag)

A

Adhoc Network

Disaster Affected
         Area

Fig. 2. Geo-tagging Process

(2) Utilizing available information for static map positioning
system, where semi-dynamism can be achieved through regu-
lar updates: The method meets the static nature of the relief
camps and emergency services with the lower bandwidth ad
hoc network. The system can help in providing the location of
functional emergency services to the stranded people without
accessing data services. Regular updates will be there when
a service become functional in the area through broadcasted
message for applications installed in user handsets. For ex-
ample, in Figure 3, scenario A depicts the status of hospi-
tals/medical centers running in a disaster-affected area in the
first 24 hours, while scenario B is showing the medical centers
running after 72 hours. Scenario C is the overall availability of
such medical centers in the region after the rescue operations
is over. So overall in 3-4 small updates critical information
can be made available in first 72 hours of disaster.

(3) Segregating stranded people into vulnerable and safe
group by user profiling: Such segregation is an important re-

Scenario A

After 24 Hours After 72 Hours

Normal Days

Scenario B

Scenario C

Fig. 3. Static Map Positioning in flash flood to mark Hospitals in Rishikesh,
Uttarakhand, India in Post-disaster scenario (Image: c©Google maps.)

search aspect which can help in planning the rescue operations
in such a way that the one who needs emergency attention
can be aided first. Profiling of the victims/survivors can be
done through different hand-held devices connected to ad hoc
network, which can be matched with social security number or
similar identification system to get relevant information such
as finding a physician among victims can be asset in such
situations,another e.g. of getting medical history of people can
be useful to anticipate resources needed during rescue.

(4)Towards fully automated system: Maneuverability of
UAV-based aerial networks is better in comparison to ground
vehicular network or balloon/blimp-based aerial network.
However, cost and power bottleneck of UAV-based network



can be overcome by deploying multiple mini-UAVs with lesser
payloads in distributed form, which in turn can reduce the
costs of aerial network and increase its up-time.mini-UAV with
single payload based aerial network has it own limitations
in achieving adaptive automated ad hoc network capable of
distress routing, as well as ensuring availability of payloads
at all locations without compromising cost and up-time. A
routing algorithm with added information of the payload
details of the UAV, grouping of UAVs with all the payload
set and reactive mechanism to handle the request of payloads
by swapping the position with the requesting UAV can be a
key research dimension to devise fully-autonomous system.

5) Hybrid multi-tier ad hoc network: Heterogeneity in
ground and aerial vehicles shows the path for the future
research scope. Other combinations of network components
such as including satellite networks, floating devices equipped
with base transceiver system and others can be researched for
its utilization in disaster management. Another area which
will be open for research in such networks can be Routing
mechanism and synchronization between different systems and
system components.

V. RELATED WORKS

Disaster and disaster management have been the focus
of inter-disciplinary research domain for long time. Several
surveys and reviews on multi-faceted aspects of disaster man-
agement exist in literature. Findings on disasters in the past
decades have been reviewed by [45], [46]. Disaster manage-
ment from operations research and management perspectives
have been studied by [47]–[50].

There exists in literature few related reviews exploring
vehicular networks for disaster management. In [34], the past
proposals about image acquisition and sensing in disaster-
affected areas using isolated aerial vehicles have been studied,
which is primarily aiming for post-disaster evaluation as well
as infrastructure reconstruction. In [37], the use of geographic
information systems (GIS) for disaster response has been re-
viewed, focussing in personal profile of GIS. In [38], stress has
been given on geo-spatial information, and the past proposals
to gather such information using different isolated ground and
aerial vehicles and their utilization in disaster response have
been examined. In particular, use of such devices for land
mapping, disaster mapping, rescue operation tracking, resource
transporting etc. This paper focuses on the communication
usage of networks of ground and/or aerials vehicles for disaster
responders and victims, unlike the focus of [34], [37], [38].

In [35], [36], routing techniques for different forms of ad
hoc networks (like, MANET, VANET, DTN, WSN, WMN,
TETRA, RFID etc.) and open challenges in such networks
have been reviewed. In [39], [40], usage of WSN and UAVs
for 3-phase cycle of disaster, viz. pre-, in- and post-disaster
phases, have been explored, by identifying tasks for each phase
and involvement of UAVs in each such task has reviewed.

This paper differs from [35], [36], [39], [40] in that (i)
primary focus of this paper is on different forms of vehicular
networks, whereas no review of aerial networks is present

in [35], [36] and no review of ground vehicular networks
is present in [39], [40], (ii) a new taxonomy for vehicular
network deployability is proposed here, whereas no taxonomy
is proposed in [35], [36], [39], [40], and (iii) future challenges
on improving coordination in disaster management is indicated
in this paper, unlike listing generic issues in ad hoc networks,
as is done in [35], [36], and no such reporting in [39], [40].

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has focused on the importance of efficient Disas-
ter Management System(DMS) in post-disaster phase, where
existing communication infrastructures are non-functioning. In
this paper, a new taxonomy about dynamics in communication
network infrastructures of available technologies for DMS in
post-disaster scenarios has been proposed with the purpose of
leading future research. In light of the proposed taxonomy,
existing DMSs on dynamic communication infrastructures
have been analyzed to provide state-of-the-art research in
this direction. Further, this paper has presented several open
challenges for future research in DMS, which will not only
pave the path for growth of efficient DMS overlying inex-
pensive as well as fast and easily deployable communication
infrastructure, but will also provide a guideline for research in
other extreme environments.
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